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1. The study of Everyday reconciliation in schools

2. Settled Reconciliation

3. What gets celebrated – what gets silenced?

4. Research, policy and practice implications 
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• Aboriginal Deaths in Custody Recommendations (1991)

• Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation Act (1991-2000) 

• National Reconciliation and Schooling Strategy 

• National Curriculum – Cross-curriculum Priority 

• Teaching Standards – 1.4; 2.4

• Reconciliation Action Plans – Departmental and school

Reconciliation, education and schools



What the literacy tell us
• Limitations of the National Curriculum, Teaching Standards and deficit approaches in education

– Bodkin-Andrews and Carlson 2016; Fogarty et al. 2015; Gorringe and Spillman 2006; Lowe and Yunkaporta 2013; Maxwell et al 2018; Moodie 

and Patrick 2017; Salter and Maxwell 2017; Vass 2012. 

• Schools are racialised spaces 
– Bourdieu 1973; Connolly 1998; Mansouri and Jenkins 2010; Walton et al 2014; Vass 2014

• Intercultural Understanding processes in Australia – ‘lazy multiculturalism’ 
– Walton et al 2013; Watkins and Noble 2017

• Reconciliation and its relationship to whiteness
– Ahmed (2014); Burridge 2015; Cowlishaw 2010; Green and Sonn 2005; Gunstone 2006, 2012 ; Howard-Wagner 2016; Paradies 2016; 

Maddison and Stastny 2016; Stastny et al. 2016), Alfred (1999); Coulthard (2014)

• Children’s development and acquisition of prejudice and stereotypes
– Aboud 1988; Augoustinos and Rosewarne 2001; Devine 1989; Keenan 2018

Limited literature on the everyday practices of reconciliation, in an urban setting, of all children’s 

experience and its interplay with race, racism and whiteness



ABCs and 123s of studying Everyday Reconciliation 
• Multi-sited school ethnography

• Indigenous Studies and Indigenous Research Methodologies  

• Social Studies of Childhood Methodologies and Methods

• Panel and Advisory Group

• 2 multicultural, diverse schools

• 52 children: 29 focus groups, observations  (8 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander children; 26 

at least one parent born overseas; 7 born outside Australia; 15 bilingual)

• 20 teachers: 20 interviews; 6 focus groups; observations

• 12 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander parents: 1 focus group; 3 interviews

• Directorate staff: 6 interviews 

• School audit; policies; resources; curriculum; training resources

• Other spaces – Higher Education, the Australian Public Service, the local community



Theoretical Frame: Silent Apartheid and Colonial Storytelling
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Seven tenants of the ‘silent apartheid’ 

• Racism by cotton wool 

• Exoticism

• Missionaries

• Parallelism

• Abrogation of responsibility via workforce 

• Populist professional practice 

• Ethnic profiling
(Rose 2015: 75)



Analysing Everyday Reconciliation

Symbols and Artefacts of Everyday Reconciliation 

What we can see, hear, touch

Espoused Beliefs and Values of Everyday Reconciliation 

Ideals, goals, values and aspirations

Assumptions and Schemas of Everyday Reconciliation 

Unconscious, taken for granted beliefs and values (determine 

behaviours, perception, thought and feeling)

Adapted from Schien (1990) and Ortner (1973)

Themes

Quantity as commitment 

Symbols of Whiteness 

Indigenising Symbols

Symbols of Silence and Silencing Symbols

Symbols of Resistance

Beliefs about reconciliation 

Affective taxonomy of reconciliation

Assumptions about the ‘Problem’

Assumptions about Reconciliation

Assumptions about Schooling 

Assumptions about Children and Childhood 



Context

What is delivered?

When is it delivered?

What is the meaning?

By whom?

Despite children reciting an 

Acknowledgement of Country 

every Assembly or having it on 

the door of their classroom, 

majority of children didn’t know 

what was ‘Ngunnawal’ nor what 

was an Acknowledgement of 

Country.   

Quantity is commitment
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The symbols are important as they show that you are making an effort and we are 

wanted there and it is important that we feel welcome there.  And an effort is being made 

to feel at home there.  Symbolism shows us the effort. But when there’s too many 

symbols, it’s like they are compensating for the lack of other things.   There’s no point if 

the children don’t know what they mean.  

(Parent, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Parent Focus Group, June 2016)



Indigenous Knowledges and Protocols Welcome to Country Ceremonies

Acknowledgement of Country

NAIDOC Week activities 

Digeridoo elective

Flags

Local language on buildings 

Inappropriate by-products of the silent apartheid 

(Rose 2015) and Colonial Storytelling (Behrendt 2016)

Use of the word nomadic under the letter ‘N’

Writing and performing Dreamtime stories

Choosing a totem

Indigenous rock garden

Resources written by non-Indigenous authors where 

knowledge has been appropriated (Bushtucker Man)

Anachronistic Positioning Class activities comparing a Canberra based school in 

2016 and a remote Northern Territory school in 1970s

Indigenising Symbols



Beliefs and Values about Reconciliation

Ambiguous and Diverse Meanings

Strong awareness of the Great Australian Silence

Binary of Indigenous and non-Indigenous

Culture – for non-Indigenous and Indigenous students



Culture
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Culture for non-Indigenous children
‘It’s all about understanding Aboriginal culture. You get the ignorant and the activist.  They make us frightened 
to do stuff.  It all comes back to understanding.  If we understand we will respect.’  (Teacher)

‘Celebrating culture and different perspectives.’ (Teacher)

‘Our priority for the year is to focus on the artwork.’ (Executive)

Culture for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children
‘So you're saying, so it is part of reconciliation, so it's about giving them a culture and enabling that culture to 
happen’. (non-Indigenous teacher)

‘This isn’t reconciliation. This is where our children are learning about their identity. This is not about the other 
children.’ (Aboriginal teacher)



Assumptions

‘I guess the best summary about our approaches is we would 

always err on the side of protecting the children, being safe with 

our messaging so not to be political, that if there’s any question 

that it might cause any harm we don’t do it cause it’s going to 

happen later anyway, so let’s just leave it to a bit later.’ 

(Non-Indigenous executive) 
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Everyday Reconciliation was reduced to:

“a predominant [superficial] celebration of Indigenous Australia, often defined 

within colonial storytelling of what is Indigenous culture (in the singular), 

resulting not only in the continuation of the ‘othering’ of Indigenous Australians 

as an ‘authentic’ other, but perpetuates the silencing of systematic, structural 

and epistemic racism and discrimination, as well as self-determination and 

sovereignty, thus maintaining the ‘silent apartheid’.” 



Taxonomy of reconciliation
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White apathy

White fear

White melancholia

White rage

White guilt and shame

White empathy

White antiracism

(Adapted from Spanierman and Cabrera 2016)

The fine line: 

doing for not with (Freire 2000; Behrendt 2016)

recovery mode that reveals the past and 

conceals the present (Ahmed 2004; Schick 2011)



‘Settled reconciliation’ 
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Invasion and Settler-

Colonialism

The settled 

reconciliation field 

Celebrating pre-

colonial Indigenous 

culture and some 

limited engagement 

in history

Reconciliation 

Truth-telling about 

230 years and 

ongoing settler-

colonialism, 

whiteness, racism, 

and sovereignty

Celebrating settled reconciliation silences:

Indigenous experiences

Diversity

Agency

Contemporary

Racism and whiteness

Ongoing colonisation



What we’re trying to do at this school is about not making 
reconciliation a word…..

Making it a way that we live and be in the school and understand…

You’ve got to celebrate the essential, not celebrate well, is that the 
right word? Acknowledge the essential time…Reconciliation 
Week…because they’re symbolic….

Be in a ‘state of reconciliation’
School Executive 



“Embedding silences it.  If it’s silenced it stays comfortable – they 

have to talk about the context.  It’s like the example of the reading a 

story by an Indigenous author and not acknowledging that it was 

written by an Indigenous author.  Providing the context is important, 

even like just saying that ‘when I grew up we didn’t read books by 

Aboriginal authors’.  

But being able to talk about the context is uncomfortable.  But that’s 

proper reconciliation. You have to pull from the past, you can’t just 

stop the past and start again.  It’s not going to help our children equip 

themselves with the stuff out there in the big bad world like the Adam 

Goodes stuff.”
(Parent; ATSIECG)



Acknowledging the past –

Silencing of ongoing settler-colonial structures

‘So reconciliation is just acknowledging 

that um you know things happened earlier 

on in our history that nowadays we 

wouldn’t agree with…. I really don’t think 

that the people at the time thought it was 

wrong, that was just the way they were 

brought up and that you know maybe they 

thought it was they were doing the right 

thing at the time but now we can look back 

and say nah.’ 



Celebrating pre-settler colonial ‘culture’-

silencing the contemporary

‘Respect is… Everything 

we do we link back.  I talk 

about the Indigenous 

nomadic lifestyle and how 

Aboriginal people couldn’t 

go to Woolies or Maccas.’



Celebrating authenticity - silencing diversity 

‘Now, it would be good if all 

Aboriginal kids were like that 

one as he is doing really well’

‘We can ask Reid because he 

has expert knowledge about 

where he lives’



Celebrating inclusion - silencing agency

‘I know what you need at this 

school - an Indigenous rock 

garden.’



Celebrating reconciliation –

silencing racism and whiteness
‘She was one of the fair-skinned types.’

‘We don’t have a racism problem at this school anyone.’ 

‘We all deserve a pat on our back’.

“I’m going to use the word developed in my history class because we were more developed’.

‘I treat everyone equally. I ask children to leave their blackness at the door.’ 

‘I get that there were some bad things in the past but the focus should be now on how they learn’. 

‘[We celebrate all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and staff]. We don’t care whether they are a 
quarter or half, or an eighth Aboriginal.  We acknowledge them all’. 



ME Have you heard of reconciliation week? 

All Yes 

L I think we learnt about it I think it was last year 

ME Have you heard of NAIDOC week? 

B Yes. It is about if you come from another country and what kind of 

person are you 

ME What’s Harmony Day? 

B It’s for cancer. Harmony Day is for cancer and it’s also for all the 

people who died in the war. 

E Aren’t you talking about Pink Ribbon Day 
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Implications of settled reconciliation on children’s interpretations



The ‘Noble Savage’ anachronistic romantic other 

• ‘I love learning about Aboriginal cultures, as I love ‘all historical stuff like 

dinosaurs’ 

• “They can play lots of cool instruments.  The Bongos,…and a didgeridoo.” 

• “One of the good qualities of Aboriginal people is when they tell entertaining 

Dreamtime stories.” 

• “We love them. They are our friends’

• “We should know who they are so that we can respect them differently 

because they are the first Australians.



The contemporary dystopian 
• ‘I was at the shops and there were lots of Aboriginal people and there were lots of police.  

The Indigenous people they kept getting in trouble and they kept drinking.  I think they 

have fights with each other.’ 

• ’We keep upgrading our education.  But then if you’re Aboriginal and if you don’t have any 

education you just don’t get a job and you won’t get money for your children when they 

grow up’.

• ‘I wouldn’t ask them [if they are Aboriginal] because it is kind of racist if they're not 

because it’s rude if they are not and you think they are.’

• I think there aren’t many Aboriginals as they’ve been thrown into prison. 
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‘Special Treatment’
• ‘But I think that they should try and like they should let other cultures have 

their own special days. There are a lot of days for Aboriginal people like 

Australia Day and NAIDOC week but what about the Irish culture and all the 

Irish people here can’t they have a special day too so they can celebrate 

their culture.’

• ‘I think it’s enough.  I think we’ve learnt enough about them. We’ve learnt up 

to where we need to be up to.’ 

• ‘They get to go there and I get so jealous because they get to have ice 

cream and good food and they learn about didgeridoos’ 
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Un-silencing Settled Reconciliation
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We need to find ways to harness the good intent, however, be cautious that:

• When reconciliation is only learning about Indigenous peoples, their cultures 

and ‘Indigenous histories’, it renders reflexivity, race and whiteness silent, 

perpetuating existing frameworks and discourses with no space to be in the 

present ‘settled reconciliation’ space

• Celebrations of reconciliation provide an imagery of Australia as tolerant, 

harmonious and respectful towards Indigenous Australians, however, it 

creates a new colourblind society leading to the silencing of ongoing settler 

colonialism daily experiences of racism and whiteness
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The way it's been described to me in the past – it’s Face, Place and Space. 

The Space is that our kids see themselves in symbols and they see themselves in curriculum and they see 

not just themselves but their family….  

The Face is people see ourselves in the members of staff.  

And the place is the culture that everybody has the right level cultural competency to make people feel 

safe.  It’s also about time and opportunity to form as a community and work together as a community.

It’s everything about the school you are not just relying on the teacher to have enough empathy and 

respects and knowledge, its the whole school, the ethos of the whole school, the culture of the whole 

school.’ 

(Parent, Focus Group with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander parents, June 2016)  



Recommendations

Policy

– Engage with the embedded assumptions – what is the problem and what we think the solution is

– Respond to the complexities of epistemic and institutionalised racism in policy development

– Evaluations - under which conditions and for whom do particular approaches work (teachers and children; 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people and others)?

Research

- Multi-discipline work into the everyday

- Engage with the assumptions – schooling, reconciliation, children and childhood, the problem

- Evaluations

Practice

– Use ‘reconciliation’ as a platform to unsilence settled reconciliation

– Pre-teacher and ongoing teacher training to also include the ongoing privileging of dominant narratives and 

about children’s development of prejudice and stereotypes

– Whole school culture not just what occurs in the classroom

– Implications for ‘cultural competency’ and importance of engaging with racism and whiteness
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